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First and Last Notes
from Bureau of

Engraving and Printing
Packages

by George H. Wettach

The frequent mention in Paper Money of radar notes
and other numerical oddities leads me to call attention
to another type of number collecting, that of first and
last notes from BEP packages.

Bills produced by the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing are strapped in bundles of 100 each, all in
numerical order. Forty of these bundles are assembled,
still in numerical order, and bundled in a package of
4,000 bills. Bill-sized pieces of wood about ]/s" thick are
placed one at each end of the bundle. Two steel straps
5/16" wide are tightly wrapped around the bundle
lengthwise. They are fastened so tightly that they make
indentations in the wood which prevent them from
slipping off in handling.

There are two printed labels showing the quantity,
denomination and total value of the package. The labels
also indicate the type (Federal Reserve Notes) and city
of issue.

One of the labels is placed inside the package before
wrapping. It has provision for names or initials
indicating "Assembled by", "Banded by", "Verified
by", and dates for the first two.

The other label is pasted on the front end of the
package after it is wrapped in heavy brown paper. This
label has provision for names or initials indicating
"Counted by" and "Sealed by" and the dates.

Seals of the Treasury Department Bureau of
Engraving and Printing are pasted on the back end and
the package is ready for shipment.

Of the 4,000 bills in the package only the first and last
can be matched to the labels. The best way to obtain
them is to work in a bank as I did so you know who to ask
for them.

The illustrated $1 labels are light blue. Other
denominations have different colors. The $2 bills have
green labels and the $10 bills have black labels.

A real challenge would be to get pairs of first and last
notes of each denomination from each of the 12 Federal
Reserve Districts. As for me, I'll quit while I'm ahead.
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First and last notes with accompanying labels from the
inside of the package (top) and outside as well as the
Treasury Department seals.
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UA "Air Currency" Coupons

Has anyone seen the scrip-like Air Currency coupons
announced by United Airlines in their "Executive Air
Travel Report," 4th quarter 1980 issue? A copy of this
newsletter has been submitted to Paper Money by
Richard Kelly. The announcement reads:

INTRODUCING UNITED'S "AIR CURRENCY"
COUPONS: Many of you have asked about the
possibility of purchasing inflight beverage and
entertainment coupons, either to save money or to avoid
the hassle of paying cash when such amenities are
desired in the coach section of our aircraft. We're
pleased to advise you that these coupons, called "Air
Currency," are now available.

For $15 you'll receive a book of ten Air Currency
coupons. Each coupon may be exchanged for one of the
following: a cocktail, wine, beer or movie headset rental.
These Air Currency coupons will save you 25 percent
when used for cocktails and 50 percent on the rental of

movie headsets. Although for convenience your Air
Currency may also be redeemed for wine and beer, the
real benefit is in the savings on cocktails and headsets.
Not only will you receive a total value of $20 in cocktails,
for instance, but you'll simplify your expense record-
keeping at the same time.

A handy order form is enclosed with this newsletter so
that you may obtain one or more books of inflight
coupons. Simply complete the form and mail it to us
with your check or money order for $15 for each book.
We trust that the savings and convenience of our Air
Currency will enhance your pleasure when you fly
United.

(Included on the flap of the postage paid reply form
was a drawing of a part of a piece of scrip as shown here.
Do the coupons actually resemble this drawing? How
and by whom were they printed? We hope someone in
SPMC can supply answers.)
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